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PROFILE
Name   Titinart Thumchuchaorat       
Nickname   Tan
Date of  Birth  12 Feb 1988 (Age : 25)
Email    titinart112@gmail.com  
TEL     084 - 469 - 9747 ,  02 - 446 - 6308  
Address      39/25 Wat Sanghatan street Nakorn-in Road  
           Bangphai Nonthaburi
Education   MAR 2011 B.arch, Interior Architecture, 
           Chulalongkorn University
Working experiences 
  DEC 2011 - APR 2013    
  Interior Architect at studioSPUTNIK (1 Yr 5 Mth)
Skills   Conceptual and Detail Design
  ,Interior Construction Process  ,Presentations
  ,Interior Material Specification ,Hand Sketching
  ,Basic English writing and speaking skill
Computer Program skills
  AutoCAD, 3Ds max-Vray, Sketch up, Photoshop, Illustrator
  All Basic programs for Internet and Documentary skills
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SELECTED PROJECT DURING IN THE UNIVERSITY
STUDY PROJECTS



BEAUTY CLINIC
INVOLVED PROCESS     All Process 
SIZE           450 sqm       
LOCATION      n/a
STATUS        Conceptual Design Project (Renovation)         
Approach of the program is to make reliability of both beauty and treatment.
The concept of this project is the make court from old and new building. With
tree and green area on the center to seperate public zone and private zone.
Make new treatment to the new building with steel structure and perforated metal.

Main idea of this project is to combine the new and old space together by green court, Lets the natural light come
into the interior space. Interior design is to be simple wood and white light up to whole space to accent the exterior
environment. Massing of the building is a solid box on the public area. New building designed to be steel structure
,contrast to the old building which is concrete solid mass.

Existing buliding

New building
area

Required Area Mass Treatment of public
and private zone

1F PLAN 2F PLAN 3F PLAN 1 Building Front       2 Green Court and staircase
3 Reception Area
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ASA OFFICE
INVOLVED PROCESS     All Process 
SIZE           1,600 sqm                
LOCATION      Rama 9 road, BKK
STATUS        Conceptual Design Project (Renovation)          
‘Association of siamese architect under royal patronage’ is the full name of ASA
which is the center of all thai architect. This Project is to renovate the old office
,adding exhibition area and library. The concept of interior design is metaphor of
unity of interior materials members combined as one to the unity of thai architects. 

OFFICE

COFFEE SHOP

EXHIBITION

PUBLIC SPACE / STAIR CASE

LIBRARY
CONFERENCE

Element Element  +  Element
+ Element + Element

Associations

Main Inspiration :
When Elements are combined they give the additional abilities. The concept is metaphor to Siam architects.
Concept is applied to the space by creating a glass box to combine all elements of zoning to be public space.
 

Main materials are raw materials
(wood, cement, metal) which is
represent to character of architect.
In Addition, adding perforated and
metal chain and repetition materials
to represent the Elements concept.

1 Exterior view of renovated building
2 Reception Area

1F PLAN 2F PLAN 3F PLAN
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The Image above is the rendering of the library in the magazine zone with triangular pillow which is inspired by thai pillow.
Simplify the thai pattern to the pillow to apply using in the interior space. Book shelves treated by perforated metel to
make space can flow and dynamic. Main color scheme of the interior space is black and wood floor with cement floor
black perforated metal and color full furniture.

Image above showing the exhibition space which is flexible to adjust by the moving wall in the center of the space.
Wood table is hanging repeatly around the space by metal chain. The floor is treated as cement floor and the ceiling
is treated as purple grid metal 
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1 Magazine Zone
2 Courtyard with overall massing
3 Entrance approch



ANGTHONG HOSPITAL 
INVOLVED PROCESS     All Process  
SIZE           8,400  sqm                
LOCATION      Angthong Province
STATUS        Conceptual design Project (Renovation)            
Angtong hospital is the last team renovation project in the university. 
Project allow us to re-design all plans. Our team talking about subburn space.
Which is easily understanding space. Mass breaking to make nature air and light 
flow in to the interior which related to human behavior of people.

     Main Problem :

FLOODTOO HIGH f-f lvMASSIVE SPACE
NO IDENTITY

NO NATURAL LIGHTNO AIR FLOW

Chan + Bann 
 = 

DECK + HOME

Translucent facade of upper mass is reception where people have to check-in before entering to eash OPD.
Light can flow into the filing storage room to use less artificial light. First level is the entrance of the building where 
the ER and GP is located. people can flow up to second level by escalator. In the middle of the building is the
courtyard where people can enjoy as the park. As they flooding every year,First flor is design to face the flood
as same as the house of the subburn which have lower level clear.Rural house is inspired us to solve all problem in sufficient way.

Difference from urban hostpital, Rural hospital is more family
feel and different in environmental resource which is good air.

Reception and phamacy located to 
public zone which can easily seen.

Floor level decrease providing more 
free space.

Existing massive hospital shape

Reception

phamacy

Masses of OPD moving altinately steping
L-shape to provide deck-like space.

1 Front facade
2 Courtyard with overall massing
3 Entrance approch
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Main concept from the achitecture is flow into the interior space because their s no border from exterior to interior
in the public rural house. The interior is mainly compsose of black metalstructure, wood , white wall and plants which is
the main idea of the architecture to apply the environment into the building.

1 Cashier and phamacy area     2 Massing of OPD 
3 Perspective from the reception area
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U-MONG TEMPLE
INVOLVED PROCESS     All Process 
SIZE           n/a       
LOCATION      Chiangmai
STATUS        Conceptual Design Project
U-mong temple is the famous temple located in Chiangmai which is the ancient 
remains architecture. The program is to propose the temporary architecture which
is hamony to the surrounded nature and ancient architecture. Also to support 
the people communitities. Our team approach is to have a borderless space that 
able to fit which any possible function with less compilcation and understanding.

1 Ancient Remains Tunnel Front
2 Avtivities court
3 Walk way to the tunnel
   

 

Steel pipe is the main structure ans net is the sub-structure which 
transforms depending on each function. In front of the tunnel is 
the location of the piping stock combined as a symbol of the 
temporary event. leaves of tree falling down to the surface of net
create a hamony of the environment and architecture.
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ANODA Hotel 
INVOLVED PROCESS     All Process 
SIZE           n/a            
LOCATION      Nana, BKK
STATUS        Conceptual Design Project         
The Program is be design boutique hotel for the second part which is only roof top
restaurant and hotel facade. The location is at Nana Bkk which is lot of traveller
The concept of the hotel is to integrate thai poetic story to the hotel. 1 Seating of the roof top restaurant

2 Building facade
3 Overall Panoramic View
   
 

Concept of the interior mood is to integrate the thai poetic story to apply in interior design with curve elements and 
feeling of under the water. The material is composed of brown wood white black and violet color.  Lighting is points
to create sparkling mood. Facade of the hotel is simplified as curves with golden color. This project are difference 
from others because of the approch of the design is mainly focus only on the story of the interior design which is 
another way for interior design approach.
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CROWNE PLAZA Hotel
INVOLVED PROCESS     All Process 
SIZE           n/a              
LOCATION      Sukhunwit, BKK
STATUS        Conceptual Design Project (THESIS)
My last university program as Thesis, Crowne plaza Sukhumwit. The concept is to
motivate and refresh the guest mood. Crowne Plaza is a Brand of Intercontinental
which provided mainly for bussiness traveller. The project is composed of reception
,restuarant ,bar bussiness center, guestroom ,spa.

The main interior concept 
of this project is to make 
dynamic space and feels
of motivating for the
bussiness traveller visiting
here at Crowne Plaza

The approach of the hotel
is a big ceiling braking into
vertical box grading to the
main elevator front.
The red glass elevator 
highlights the overall space.
The second floor platform
is treat as wood.

The night bar is composed
of red and black color
with linear lighing. The bar
is triangular shape located
at the center of the space

The celing of the reception 
area is folded to create
dynamic space inspire form
the form of wave.

1 Building approach
2 Nightbar
3 Reception Area1

2

3



1 Roof-top restaurant  2 Roof-top pool
3 Guestroom  4 Bussiness center 
5 Spa treatment room 1
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PROPOSAL AND COMPLETED PROJECT FROM PAST FIRM
THAI BORAN
INVOLVED PROCESS     All Process 
SIZE           n/a       
LOCATION      n/a
STATUS        Conceptual Design Project
         
The Program of this work is to create the design of furniture which is ralated to thai
culture and develop to the functional requirement of human behavior.

Concept of the furniture is to combine thai pillow and modern sofa
to represent the thai style to combine with new living style.
triangle pillow can rotate to another angle to be armrest. The back
of the sofa is formed unique shape. Two armrest pillow is covered by 
thai northen texture which is simplified to basic geometric pattern  



PROPOSAL AND COMPLETED PROJECT FROM PAST FIRM
       ADB OFFICE



       ADB OFFICE  
INVOLVED PROCESS    Design Development and Construction Phase 
SIZE           350 sqm                
LOCATION      Central world Plaza, BKK
STATUS        Completed       
ADB office is the first project I have been involved in design development process 
after schematic design already confirmed. In Addition, I begin the tender and 
construction process with team including all materials supplier corresponding. 
Also join the site inspections until it is completed.

ADB bank is stand for ‘Asian Development Bank’ which is
non-profit office providing projects of facilities developing
though Asia.
Major Idea of the project is to connect and collaborate 
spaces and users. The filing shelves is usually treat as
solid shelves but for this project filing shelves is re-arranged
in to gradating checkers shelves, which created identity
of Asian Development Bank Office Atmosphere.

mass breaking alternately ordering gradation + alternating

1 2 3

4

1 General area 
2 Private office area
3 Entrance
4 Shelving concept
 



1

2

Orange pocelain color back 
glass meeting table highlight
the over all space which is 
white, light wood and navy blue

Units of shelves arranged create
another side of wall. Each units
are in difference type, Pigeon
hole opening shelving drawers
as required in function and thier
position refer to human scale

Gradating checker shelving
make the light from outside flow 
into interior asmosphere which
can reduce usage of artificial
light.

1 Meeting room
2 Pantry
3 Entrance
 

3



    MASERATI showroom 
INVOLVED PROCESS     Design Development and Construction Phase 
SIZE           250 sqm                
LOCATION      Siam Paragon ,BKK
STATUS        Completed          
My main duty of Maserati Showroom project is to coordinate with Italian designer 
to match all Maserati standard materials, detailing and furnitures. 
Also, to Complete construction and detail design process.

Maserati is located at Siam Paragon. The Showroom
have been relocated from inside the car showroom
zone to frontal area with connected to main hall
facade. consequently, the design have to be
new version of design which is provided by intalian
designer

Maserati showroom concept is already briefed
in Maserati Manual. My Task is to clear overall
detailing and adjust dimensions to fit on site.
Masarati project offered me to deal with Parties
Including Italian designer, Lardlord contractor and
client. Some details have to adjust to follow thai
construction standard 

Bronze lacquar glass use as a backdrop of white
leather reception with stainless Maserati logo.
Material type are just three color but well-classify
Interior design is simple as a backdrop of car.
Also, detailing have to be simple and neat.
  

4

1 Front facade
2 Reception
3 Entrance
4 Interior Wall
5 Reception table
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The first Level of the building is treated as wooden box combined with the grey-color stucture. The private room
are located on the third and forth level shelled as white brick box. The shape of the building is related to the old 
building and existing tree on the back of site wall.

1 Back view from the hospital   
2 view from courtyard 
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RENOVATION HOUSE
INVOLVED PROCESS     All process
SIZE           300 sqm                
LOCATION      Bomrungratch, BKK
STATUS        Proposal  
The house located in the city nearby Bomrungratch hospital. the building is added
on the site in a small space. The Idea is to lift up the private zone with shell to protect
sound snd light remains the lower level for semi-piblic space. The opening is as interior
function.

Existing buliding

create void for
old building view
,light and air

create building
shell for privacy

1 2



SOMERSET SUANPLU
INVOLVED PROCESS     Schematic design + Design Development
SIZE           n/a sqm                
LOCATION      Suanplu, BKK
STATUS        Propasal         
Somerset park suanplu is a proposal project which client want to renovate some
part of the apartment. Apartment which most user are foreigners taking about
3 month living here with their family. Our team design is to add-on lobby to 
the exterior front park of the building to enjoy the evironment. 

Main inspiration of the project is to apply the feeling of lotus texture and mood into the interior design.
the architecture which is added is the lobby with a reflected lotus pond. the building facade is cladded by the wood
alternatly side to make the feeling of lotus texture. the picture below show the  renovated design of the living room
transparent shower room and bedroom.  

1 Exterior Public space 
2 Overall guestroom section   
 1 Back view from the hospital   

2 view from courtyard 
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Main material of the design is light wood. The entrance of the building is treat as a box covering the car entrance
and pathway. The interior of the living room is highlighted with the reflected dark green box  in the center of the room
with flush TV. The bathroom is transparent making space flow from rooms. 

1 Exterior Public space 
2 Overall guestroom section   

 

1 Bedroom   2 Entrance
3 Living area 4 Dining area
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EXTRA JOBS AND CHARITY

Client request for the maximum opportunity of filing shelves area, consequently we decided to make 2 level office.
To design upper level we need to have steel structure show we expose the white steel structure. The floor is cement
leveling compound and the second floor is OSB wood.

1 B&O showroom  2 Leicht kitchen showroom
3 Back Office interior   

 

 Bang & Olufsen
INVOLVED PROCESS     All process
SIZE           30 sqm                
LOCATION      Siam Paragon, BKK
STATUS        Completed        
AVIVA is a client of this project. They import Bang & Olufsen electronic appliance
and Leicht german kitchenware. This project is to design the Leicht showroom which
also the working and meeting place of the director. Additionally, Another room is
to design the interior office which required two level as in the picture belows.

Structural Isometricprivate 
office Office Entrance

private office

file storage
room

filing shelves

Pantry 
Area

balustrate structure

floor beam structure

1 2

3



EXTRA JOBS AND CHARITY



RENDERING JOBS
INVOLVED PROCESS              3ds max rendering + design from mood images
SIZE                 45 sqm          
LOCATION                      n/a    
STATUS        Completed
This is my professor project i’ve got during third year in the university. The job is to 
create 3d rendering. The design is guild by mood images selected.

SAN KYO DAI
INVOLVED PROCESS              Construction consultant (Finishes state)
SIZE                 40 sqm          
LOCATION               Sukhumvit 24      
STATUS        Completed 
This is a project that I only involved for construction. To check all finishes and defect
before the soft opening. Finalize some of detailing during the construction.



Chaiwattanaram temple 
INVOLVED PROCESS              Sketch up modeling       
SIZE           n/a           
LOCATION      Ayuddhaya
STATUS        Completed (Charity)   
The project is to create the stimulation of ancient temple at Ayuddhaya with
real-time rendering by faculty of Computer software engineering at Kasetsart 
University. My responsible is to visualize the 3d model. 

Dino Alessi Product 
INVOLVED PROCESS              3D modeling       
SIZE           n/a               
LOCATION      n/a
STATUS        Completed    
The project is to create Alessi kitchenware of second year ID architecture student.
I helped my friend to provide 3d model of the character kitchenware design.
It’s not involved to interior architect skill but It’s the first multiple curves I’ve done.

The inspiration of this kitchen ware is dinosour which is related to ‘alessi’ brand product. The function of this kitchenware
is gas lighter. The fire will burn out from the stainless nose of the dinosour by pushing on the belly of the dinosour. I helped 
my friend to think the idea of function of it and builded up this 3d model.



Thank You.


